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Preface

Blockchain has emerged as a disruptive technology in the areas of trading assets and sharing information. It has the capability to transform many industries, professions, and aspects of life. The focus of this IBM® Redbooks® publication is to help developers build blockchain solutions and use IBM Blockchain Platform to start, test, and move applications into production.

This publication covers some blockchain for business use cases. It also describes how to get started in defining, developing, and deploying a Hyperledger Composer business network to Hyperledger Fabric, both locally on a workstation and remotely on the IBM Blockchain Starter Plan. A fund clearing business network is used as an example scenario for blockchain and this source code is available for download, testing, and use.

This paper is part one of a series of papers and educational materials. Later materials will describe how to use IBM Blockchain Platform to test and scale your business network, to integrate more completely with a COBOL business application running in IBM CICS®, and to manage changes to your business network in a production environment.
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Overview

Blockchain has emerged as a disruptive technology for trading assets and sharing information. It has the capability to transform many industries, professions, and aspects of life. This paper can help developers build blockchain solutions and use IBM Blockchain Platform to launch, test, and move applications into production.

It covers everything that you need to get started, including the following topics:

- Why blockchain is used for business applications
- Key blockchain concepts and the components of Hyperledger Fabric, the codebase that underpins IBM Blockchain Platform networks
- Descriptions of a number of blockchain use cases and an in-depth analysis of developing a business network for bilateral funds clearing and settlement between banks
- How to develop a business network using Hyperledger Composer
- How to deploy to a live blockchain network using the IBM Blockchain Platform Starter Plan
- First steps in designing a system integration between a blockchain business network and an existing business application running in IBM CICS on z/OS

This paper is part one of a series of papers and educational materials. Later materials describe how to use IBM Blockchain Platform to test and scale your business network, to integrate more completely with a COBOL business application running in CICS, and to manage changes to your business network in a production environment.

This chapter includes the following sections:

- Why blockchain?
- What is blockchain?
- Use cases for blockchain in business
- Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger Project
- Hyperledger Fabric
- Hyperledger Composer
- IBM Blockchain Platform
1.1 Why blockchain?

Ledgers are at the core of every business. Ledgers store the flow of assets, such as payments to suppliers, taxes owed, and goods delivered. They also store the firm’s current balances. All of a firm’s revenue, relationships, and assets are recorded on a core system of ledgers. For centuries, these records were stone, clay, or paper-based. However, these records were among the first systems to be automated and moved to computing systems.

Even with the digitization of ledgers, many transaction-related tasks remain manual and outdated. Each shipping container moved by freight requires a stack of paperwork that adds significant processing time. Each time that you open a new bank account or visit a new doctor, you must share personal information using redundant and insecure forms. The transfer of financial assets between parties often takes days to settle.

If ledgers, financial records, personal records, and inventory have been digitized, why do these inefficiencies remain? The reason is that the move to digitization has generally only occurred within an organization, rather than between organizations. In addition, the systems that were created often cannot communicate with each other. The result is that modern business-to-business processes carry on with inefficiencies that date from when ledgers were on paper.

1.2 What is blockchain?

Blockchains are distributed ledgers that allow multiple parties to access and update a single version of a ledger while maintaining shared control. A business network describes any group of organizations or individuals that connect with a desire to transfer or share assets. Those assets can be tangible, such as food or manufactured goods, or digital, such as music or data. By tracking items using a common, shared ledger that is distributed across the business network, assets can be transferred between members, with each member having a record of the transaction and access to the latest version of the ledger.

Blockchains establish trust across a business network through the combination of a distributed ledger, smart contracts, and consensus. The ledger contains the current state of assets and the history of all transactions. Transactions can only be added to the ledger, not removed. Past transactions are protected with cryptography so that they cannot be successfully tampered with. The blockchain also makes changes to the ledger final and immutable, allowing the ledger to be the source of truth within the network.

The strongest use cases for blockchain involve business networks, which add additional trust through the benefits of immutability, provenance, consensus, and finality. Immutability means that the historical record of transactions cannot be altered. Provenance means that the origin of any assets contained in the ledger is known. Changes to the ledger require approval by participants according to an agreed upon endorsement policy. This goal is achieved through consensus, in which participants of the network endorse that the transaction is valid and come to agreement on the updated state of the ledger. Finality provides ease of mind because each participant is assured that their copy of the ledger matches all other copies, and that transactions contained in the blockchain have been committed faithfully.

A smart contract is an application that contains business logic. Smart contracts define all access to the ledger and are invoked by participants to query or update values of assets.
1.3 Use cases for blockchain in business

Many industries use blockchain technology today, including supply chain, trade finance, healthcare, identity access management, and banking:

► Trade finance along with supply chain: Financial institutions, logistics companies, and IBM are working together on a new global system for trade finance using blockchain technology that is designed to track goods through the supply chain. Current payment resolution is cumbersome and largely a paper-based process that leaves companies waiting weeks or longer before they are paid for their goods. Because all of the members of a blockchain network have an identical ledger and smart contracts can trigger ledger updates automatically, payments can be triggered automatically upon delivery, making common disputes a thing of the past.

► Healthcare: Blockchain reduces the barriers that are involved in complex data sharing agreements between hospitals, physician providers, public health departments, and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), allowing organizations to quickly and securely move patient data in a transparent and legally compliant manner. Healthcare use cases often converge with identity use cases (noted in more detail below), allowing individuals to easily approve the sharing of pertinent information without sharing non-essential or unneeded information. For example, if an X-ray is required, the parties interested in the result might include the insurance provider, a general physician, the X-ray technician, and the individual. However, the X-ray technician does not need to know that the insurance is provided by the employer. All the technician needs to know is you are a valid customer and are covered for the procedure.

► Identity: Blockchain provides encryption of data in the ledger and provides fine-grained controls that determine who can access the data. Imagine being able to decide exactly who can see every bit of data that you owned. For example, many people carry identification such as a driver's license, which contains information like name, address, and other data. At times, we provide this identification to prove our age to someone, and they need only to know one piece of this information: Our birthday. Keeping your identity on a blockchain allows you to delegate access of pertinent information when needed, while keeping the remainder private, thus reducing the risk of stolen or misused credentials.

► Fund Clearing: Multi-currency cash settlement systems are complex, involving a central clearing house and many disparate systems that must interact to detect the exchange rates and settle currency transfers. This paper focuses on implementing a fund clearing application as an example. We use a blockchain to resolve the exchange of funds in a timely, secure, and transparent manner.

The Composer business network allows network participants to process inter-participant payments, thus replacing a traditional clearing house. We assume that the participants within the network are financial institutions that accumulate and submit one or more transfer request items to other participants. These transfer requests are placed into the business network, and when a batch transaction is invoked, all transfer requests for each banking participant are accumulated into a series of aggregated batch transfers.

Each batch transfer details the required net settlement between each banking participant for the contained array of transfer request items, based on the currency of the creditor bank. Because of the popularity of IBM Z in banking, we describe integrating with a full-featured banking application running in CICS.

Note: Chapter 2, “Use case development process” on page 7 begins the implementation scenario for the fund clearing application.
1.4 Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger Project

The Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger Project is commissioned to incubate blockchain technology built for business. Since its founding in 2016, the Hyperledger Project contains almost a dozen projects, and its roster has grown to over 230 companies and organizations. In addition to being a founding and premier member of the project, IBM is a major active contributor to many projects therein. Hyperledger Fabric and Hyperledger Composer are two projects that IBM contributes to, and are great places to get started building your first application.

1.5 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is a platform for deploying blockchain networks. The ledger, smart contracts, and consensus between members are maintained by using Fabric protocols. Fabric is designed for business use cases where the blockchain is operated by a set of known, identified, and often vetted participants. This capability is known as a permissioned blockchain. A permissioned blockchain provides a way to secure the interactions among a group of entities that know each other, have common business interests, and want to manage a decentralized network (rather than turning management of their ledgers over to a single party). By relying on the identities of the peers, a permissioned blockchain can use traditional crash fault tolerant (CFT) or Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus protocols that are used by many other distributed programs.

Hyperledger Fabric offers high levels of performance, protection, and transaction privacy. Fabric is the leader in blockchain for business, and can enable modular components to suit various use cases. The IBM Blockchain Platform is built upon Hyperledger Fabric and, as a result, a basic understanding of Fabric’s components and architecture is important for developers and decision makers to understand.

Fabric consists of the following basic components:

- **A ledger** on Fabric consists of the world state and the blockchain. The world state contains the status of all assets that are tracked on the ledger (who owns a particular asset, for example), while the blockchain contains a history of all state changes. Ledgers are replicated across a channel (more on channels below) and stored on peers.

- **Peers** are the transaction endpoints for organizations and make up much of the physical structure of a network. They are maintained by members (organizations) whose identities are known by the blockchain network. Peers can maintain multiple ledgers (they have one for every channel they are a member of) and endorse transactions.

- **A channel** contains a subset of network members who want to communicate and transact privately. Ledgers are channel specific (that is, every channel has a separate ledger). Only the peers on a channel can see the assets and transactions for its ledger. As a result, channels ensure privacy for participants within the network.

- Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts are implemented in **chaincode**. When an application needs to interact with the ledger, it invokes these contracts by sending transactions into the Fabric network. This is the case because chaincode predominately interacts only with the database component of the ledger and not the historical transaction log.

- **The Ordering Service**, usually composed of multiple orderers, provides consensus and ordering of transaction. It does so by bundling transactions into blocks, which are then added to the blockchain.
Chapter 1. Overview

1.6 Hyperledger Composer

Composer is an open source development toolset and framework that accelerates the time it takes to write a blockchain application. Instead of developing smart contracts from scratch, Composer provides a convenience layer and business-level abstractions to implement smart contracts on Fabric. Composer also makes it easier for you to connect to your business network from a web or mobile application.

Composer helps you define your business network using a custom modeling language and a small set of primitives, and then deploy the business network to Hyperledger Fabric. The business network consists of participants, assets, and the transactions. Also included are access control lists that restrict access to transactions or data.

This paper guides you through developing a fund clearing business network using a modern IDE, and a Composer Playground.

1.7 IBM Blockchain Platform

IBM Blockchain Platform (IBP) is an IBM Cloud™ offering that is built upon Fabric. It automates the deployment of Fabric and provides tools for governing your network, taking you from initial development of your business network to putting your application in production. The IBM Blockchain Platform helps you create a blockchain network with a few clicks and provides an easy-to-use interface for creating channels and deploying chaincode. When you are ready to grow your network, IBP also makes it easy to invite new members, create channels on your network, customize governance policies, manage the identity credentials of network participants, and much more.

The IBM Blockchain Platform comes with multiple service levels appropriate for different stages of development. The Starter Plan, currently in beta, is ideal for those who are developing and testing their business network. IBP Starter Plan provides a fully configured Fabric network with two-member organizations. Each organization contains one peer, a CA, and an ordering service that is shared by the network. It offers sample applications to help you get started and quickly experience trading assets on a live network. This paper takes you through how to use the Starter Plan to start your own network and to deploy the fund clearing business network.

The Starter Plan is a great tool for development, but should not be used for production. This paper shows you how to use the Starter Plan to develop, test, and harden your blockchain business network. You can then move your network into production using the IBP Enterprise Plan. The Enterprise Plan offers the high availability and live updates that you will need for a production network, runtime isolation, and end-to-end tamper protection to properly secure your intellectual property.
Use case development process

This chapter provides a description of how you might get started in developing a fund clearing business network using Hyperledger Composer. It starts with the generation of a template network to build from, then adds tests to define the intended function of the business network and iteratively adds code to fulfill the intended function. The addition of access control lists (ACLs) is reserved for the final stage of developing a business network because the application of ACL rules might hide errors within the transaction logic.

This application is available for download and can be used in Proof of Concept demonstrations and testing scenarios. As described in 1.3, “Use cases for blockchain in business” on page 3, multi-currency cash settlement systems are quite complex. They involve a central clearing house and many disparate systems that must interact to realize the exchange rates and settle currency transfers. This application uses blockchain to resolve the exchanges in a timely, secure, and transparent movement of the funds.

The Composer business network allows network participants to process inter-participant payments, thus replacing a traditional clearing house. We assume that participants within the network are financial institutions that accumulate and submit one or more transfer request items to other participants. These transfer requests are placed into the business network. When a batch transaction is invoked, all transfer requests for each banking participant are accumulated into a series of aggregated batch transfers. Each batch transfer details the required net settlement between each banking participant for the contained array of transfer request items, based on the currency of the creditor bank.

This chapter includes the following sections:
- Developing With Hyperledger Composer
- Generating the Business Network Template
- Model file definition
- Test-based development
- Implementing the business network logic
- Adding ACL rules
- Debugging
2.1 Developing With Hyperledger Composer

Hyperledger Composer provides multiple tools to facilitate the development of business networks. The tools permit both online and local development.

The Hyperledger Composer Playground provides a user interface for the configuration, deployment, and manual testing of a business network. Advanced Playground features permit users to manage the security of the business network, invite participants to business networks, and connect to multiple blockchain business networks.

Hyperledger Composer Playground is not intended to facilitate source code version control or the development of automated testing suites for use within build automation. For these requirements, you can use various version control tools and code editors, which have tools to provide syntax highlighting and scenario-based testing.

2.2 Generating the Business Network Template

A business network definition has the layout shown in Figure 2-1.

![Business layout diagram](image)

Figure 2-1 Business layout diagram

The fastest way to create a new business network definition is to either `git clone` an example, or to use the Hyperledger Composer Yeoman generator to create a skeleton business network.

You can read more about creating the business network structure with Yeoman in the online Developer tutorial for creating a Hyperledger Composer solution.

After the business network structure has been generated, open it with a code editor to continue development. The preferred code editor is VisualStudio, which has a plug-in available to provide syntax highlighting.
2.3 Model file definition

Hyperledger Composer uses the abstraction of Assets, Participants, and Transactions. We capitalize these concepts because they are represented by concrete classes within Composer. You can read more about these data types in the Composer API. Within a business network, Participants use Transactions to modify the state of Assets. Therefore, all development proceeds from the definition of these abstract types, which capture the essence of the business network being investigated.

The fund clearing network considers the bilateral clearing of funds between Participants. Therefore, the example has a single participant type named BankingParticipant.

The business use case requires the creation of records to indicate a monetary transfer between two BankingParticipants. These two can be netted to create a single batch transfer to maximize the liquidity of all member BankingParticipants. Thus, we have two assets: TransferRequest and BatchTransferRequest.

A series of transactions enable BankingParticipants to create TransferRequest assets, net all relevant TransferRequests into a BatchTransferRequest, and then fulfill the settlement of the BatchTransferRequest. The transactions proposed to facilitate this process are SubmitTransferRequest, CreateBatch, MarkPreProcessComplete, CompleteSettlement, and MarkPostProcessComplete.

Because BankingParticipants need to be notified of any relevant BatchTransferRequests that have been created, an event BatchCreatedEvent is determined to be necessary.

Additional information regarding key concepts can be found on the Hyperledger Composer website.

2.4 Test-based development

The preferred Composer development methodology is test-driven development (TDD). Beginning a project by first outlining the required business logic in test cases allows you to then implement business logic, ensuring that all the tests pass. Because the model file has been defined, it is possible to progress in this manner.

Testing of the business network relates to these objectives:

- Testing the logic files that define the system transactions and provide concrete implementations
- Testing of the query files
- Testing the access permissions defined by the ACL rules

These objectives can be achieved though any combination of unit, functional, and scenario-based tests.

2.4.1 Standard unit testing

It is possible to apply standard unit test practices to the defined logic files by using the Mocha test framework and Sinon.js to stub runtime functions. However, unit testing in this fashion cannot test query files or test the correct application of ACL rules. This testing requires a connection to a blockchain target run time using functional verification tests.
Note that when testing transaction processor functions, it is not possible to export functions for direct testing. An elegant way to gain access to non-exported functions for testing is the use of the npm module \texttt{rewire}, which adds special \texttt{setter} and \texttt{getter} functions to modules and consequently enables unit testing.

Example 2-1 shows using the npm module \texttt{rewire} from the unit testing of the internal function \texttt{netTransfers}.

\textit{Example 2-1 Using the rewire npm module}

\begin{verbatim}
const rewire = require('rewire');
const clearingRewire = rewire('../lib/clearing');
const testFunction = clearingRewire.__get__('netTransfers');
\end{verbatim}

Example 2-1 uses \texttt{rewire} instead of \texttt{require} to import the module for testing, then uses the \texttt{getter} \texttt{__get__} to bind the non-exported function to a variable. This variable can then be treated as the function in subsequent testing, such as this example:

\[
\text{testFunction}([\text{transferRequest}], \text{partyId1}, []).should.be.equal(100);
\]

### 2.4.2 Functional verification tests

Hyperledger Composer can connect to any blockchain target run time by using connectors. One such connector is the “embedded-connector” that connects to an embedded memory-based run time designed to be targeted by unit tests.

Two testing frameworks can be used to test a business network: Mocha and Cucumber. Mocha is a standard testing framework for JavaScript, and Cucumber is a scenario-based testing framework intended to test higher-level system behavior through “given-when-then” scenarios defined in feature files. Hyperledger Composer provides a “\texttt{composer-cucumber-steps}” npm module that eases the generation of such behavior-driven tests.

Note that the creation of Formal Verification (FV) tests does not require the transactions to be coded. All specification is completed through knowledge of the model file only, which describes the available assets and transactions.

### 2.4.3 Mocha tests

You can set up an FV suite using the Composer APIs within a Mocha framework, which enables the driving of Participant actions using a specified identity. This suite enables isolated testing of these objects:

- Access to Assets
- Access to other Participants
- Ability to submit Transactions
- Correct action of Transactions
Examples of such testing are readily available in the Hyperledger Composer sample networks repository. As a sample, the testing of the MarkPreProcessComplete transaction is shown in Example 2-2.

**Example 2-2  Testing the MarkPreProcessComplete transaction**

```javascript
describe('MarkPreProcessComplete Transaction', () => {
  it('should mark all TransferRequests from issuing party as PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE', async () => {
    // Get the factory for the business network.
    await businessNetworkConnection.connect(bank0);
    factory = businessNetworkConnection.getBusinessNetwork().getFactory();
    const transaction = factory.newTransaction(namespace, 'MarkPreProcessComplete');
    transaction.batchId = '0';

    // Submit the transaction
    await businessNetworkConnection.submitTransaction(transaction);

    // Retrieve and check
    const batchAssetRegistry = await businessNetworkConnection.getAssetRegistry(namespace + '.BatchTransferRequest');
    const transferAssetRegistry = await businessNetworkConnection.getAssetRegistry(namespace + '.TransferRequest');
    const batchAsset = await batchAssetRegistry.get(transaction.batchId);
    const transferRequests = batchAsset.transferRequests;

    for (let i=0; i<transferRequests.length; i++) {
      let transferRequest = transferRequests[i];
      let tr = await transferAssetRegistry.get(transferRequest.getIdentifier());
      if(tr.fromBank.getIdentifier() === bank0){
        tr.fromBankState.should.equal('PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE');
      }
    }
  });
});
```

The test in Example 2-2 shows the use of a specified BankParticipant issuing the transaction that contains the defined transaction body, then a check being made on the expected (new) state of the TransactionRequest within the asset registry.

### 2.4.4 Cucumber tests

Cucumber testing enables Behavior Driven Development (BDD) by enabling the specification of functional behavior in a natural language that customers can understand. This configuration enables testing of feature documentation written in a business-facing text.

Use of Cucumber testing provides the same capability of FV testing as a custom built Mocha framework, but has the added benefit of abstracting the tests being run into a living feature document. Therefore, the use of Cucumber testing is advantageous for merging business requirements with test confidence. By taking advantage of the provided composer-Cucumber-steps module, you can quickly create tests that detail the intended feature.
Example 2-3 shows a sample Cucumber test that describes the action of a CreateBatch transaction.

### Example 2-3 Sample Cucumber test

**Scenario:** When I submit a CreateBatch transaction, a BatchTransferRequest is created for each unique paring of banks and an event is emitted that identifies each newly created BatchTransferRequest.

When I use the identity bank1
And I submit the following transaction

```json
[{
  "$class": "org.clearing.CreateBatch",
  "batchId": "batch1",
  "usdRates": [
    {
      "$class": "org.clearing.UsdExchangeRate",
      "to": "EURO",
      "rate": 0.75
    },
    {
      "$class": "org.clearing.UsdExchangeRate",
      "to": "STERLING",
      "rate": 1.75
    }
  ]
}
```

Then I should have received the following events of type org.clearing.BatchCreatedEvent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>batchId</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>batch1:bank11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch1:bank12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And I should have the following assets

```json
[
  {
    "$class": "org.clearing.BatchTransferRequest",
    "batchId": "batch1:bank11",
    "settlement": {
      "$class": "org.clearing.Settlement",
      "amount": 1749.9999999999998,
      "currency": "EURO",
      "creditorBank": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank2",
      "debtorBank": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank1",
      "state": "PENDING_PRE_PROCESS",
      "parties": [
        "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank1",
        "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank2"
      ],
      "transferRequests": [
        "org.clearing.TransferRequest#reqid1",
        "org.clearing.TransferRequest#reqid3"
      ]
    }
  },
  {
    "$class": "org.clearing.BatchTransferRequest",
    "batchId": "batch1:bank12",
    "settlement": {
      "$class": "org.clearing.Settlement",
      "amount": 1750,
      "currency": "STERLING",
      "creditorBank": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank3",
      "debtorBank": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank1",
      "state": "PENDING_PRE_PROCESS",
      "parties": [
        "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank1",
        "org.clearing.BankingParticipant#bank3"
      ],
      "transferRequests": [
        "org.clearing.TransferRequest#reqid2"
      ]
    }
  }
]
```
The test shown in Example 2-3 on page 12 describes submitting a CreateBatch transaction and the expected output. Similar tests can be written to fully encapsulate the intended functionality of the business network.

### 2.5 Implementing the business network logic

A transaction processor function is the logical operation of a transaction that is defined in a model file. Hyperledger Composer uses Node 8 syntax to define the business network logic, which means it is possible to use async/await within your functions.

Within a transaction processor function, you can use both Hyperledger Composer and Hyperledger Fabric APIs. If you are using Hyperledger Fabric APIs, then all Hyperledger Composer access control rules are bypassed.

Within a transaction processor function, all runtime APIs are within scope and can be called directly. For example, to obtain and work with the participant registry that contains all TransferRequest(s), issue this command:

```javascript
const transferAssetRegistry = await getAssetRegistry(namespace + '.TransferRequest');
```

At this point, the registry is available to work with the asset registry APIs.

When working within a transaction processor function to create new resources, use a factory to enable direct programmatic creation of resources without the performance degradation of serialization. A factory can be obtained by using the runtime API:

```javascript
const factory = getFactory();
```

At this point, the factory can be used to generate resources that match those defined within the model file.

The structure of transaction processor functions includes decorators and metadata followed by a JavaScript function. Both parts are required for a transaction processor function to work.

The first line of comments above a transaction processor function contains a human readable description of what the transaction processor function does (Example 2-4). The second line must include the @param tag to indicate the parameter definition. The @param tag is followed by the resource name of the transaction that triggers the transaction processor function. This resource name takes the format of the namespace of the business network, followed by the transaction name. After the resource name is the parameter name that references the resource. This parameter must be supplied to the JavaScript function as an argument. The third line must contain the @transaction tag, which identifies the code as a transaction processor function and is required.

**Example 2-4 Transaction processor function**

```javascript
/**
 * Submit a TransferRequest
 * @param {org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest} tx passed transaction body
 * @transaction
 */
async function submitTransferRequest(tx) {
```
Example 2-4 on page 13 indicates that the function is a transaction (@transaction) that runs when the transaction org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest is issued. It takes the transaction body tx as defined in the model file.

We will continue the development of the org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest, which is used by participants to create a TransferRequest in the transfer request asset registry. The model file defines the transaction, as shown in Example 2-5.

Example 2-5  Defining the transaction

```plaintext
transaction SubmitTransferRequest {
  o String transferId
  o String toBank
  o TransferRequestState state
  o Transfer details
}
```

Example 2-5 shows that we intend to submit the transaction with an argument containing these items:

- A transfer identifier
- The identifier of the BankingParticipant to which the transfer is to be made
- The TransferRequestState, which is an enumeration of PENDING | PROCESSING | PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE | COMPLETE | ERROR
- The transfer details that define the to/from account, currency, and amount

The passed values are the minimal set required to generate a TransferRequest, as defined in the model file, as shown in Example 2-6.

Example 2-6  Passed values to generate TransferRequest

```plaintext
asset TransferRequest identified by requestId {
  o String requestId
  o Transfer details
  o TransferRequestState fromBankState default = 'PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE'
  o TransferRequestState toBankState
  o TransferRequestState state
  --> BankingParticipant fromBank
  --> BankingParticipant toBank
}
```
Because we want to create a resource (the TransferRequest), and will be referencing participants, we must obtain the participant registry, asset registry, and a factory, as shown in Example 2-7.

**Example 2-7   Obtaining participant registry, asset registry and a factory**

```javascript
// Required registries for this transaction
const participantRegistry = await getParticipantRegistry(namespace + '.BankingParticipant'); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
const transferAssetRegistry = await getAssetRegistry(namespace + '.TransferRequest'); // eslint-disable-line no-undef

// Use a factory for creation of asset
const factory = getFactory(); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
const transferRequest = factory.newResource(namespace, 'TransferRequest', tx.transferId);
```

We then populate the elements of the transferRequest using the passed transaction body and wanted initialization states of PENDING, as shown in Example 2-8.

**Example 2-8   Populating transferRequest**

```javascript
// tx aspects
transferRequest.details = tx.details;
transferRequest.state = 'PENDING';

// Participant aspects
const fromBankRef = factory.newRelationship(namespace, 'BankingParticipant', getCurrentParticipant().getIdentifier()); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
transferRequest.fromBank = fromBankRef;
transferRequest.fromBankState = tx.state;

const toBank = await participantRegistry.get(tx.toBank);
const toBankRef = factory.newRelationship(namespace, 'BankingParticipant', toBank.getIdentifier());
transferRequest.toBank = toBankRef;
transferRequest.toBankState = 'PENDING';
```

After the creation of the transfer request is complete, add it to the asset registry:

```javascript
await transferAssetRegistry.add(transferRequest);
```
The complete function is shown in Example 2-9.

**Example 2-9 Completed TransferRequest function**

```javascript
/**
 * Submit a TransferRequest
 * @param {org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest} tx passed transaction body
 * @transaction
 */
async function submitTransferRequest(tx) { // eslint-disable-line no-unused-vars
  // Required registries for this transaction
  const participantRegistry = await getParticipantRegistry(namespace + '.BankingParticipant'); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
  const transferAssetRegistry = await getAssetRegistry(namespace + '.TransferRequest'); // eslint-disable-line no-undef

  // Use a factory for creation of asset
  const factory = getFactory(); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
  const transferRequest = factory.newResource(namespace, 'TransferRequest', tx.transferId);

  // tx aspects
  transferRequest.details = tx.details;
  transferRequest.state = 'PENDING';

  // Participant aspects
  const fromBankRef = factory.newRelationship(namespace, 'BankingParticipant', getCurrentParticipant().getIdentifier()); // eslint-disable-line no-undef
  transferRequest.fromBank = fromBankRef;
  transferRequest.fromBankState = tx.state;

  const toBank = await participantRegistry.get(tx.toBank);
  const toBankRef = factory.newRelationship(namespace, 'BankingParticipant', toBank.getIdentifier());
  transferRequest.toBank = toBankRef;
  transferRequest.toBankState = 'PENDING';

  // Add to asset registry
  await transferAssetRegistry.add(transferRequest);
}
```

When run, this function results in the creation of a TransactionRequest in the asset registry, with the fromBank listed as the participant that submitted the transaction, the toBank as the participant identified in the transaction argument body, and all states in PENDING except for the fromBank state (which is taken from the passed argument).

At this point, any functional verification tests that are written to demonstrate the correct operation of the transaction should pass.
2.6 Adding ACL rules

Hyperledger Composer includes an ACL that provides declarative access control over elements of the domain model. By defining ACL rules, you can determine which users/roles are permitted to create, read, update, and delete elements in a business networks domain model.

An ACL rule can be unconditional or conditional, and is written in a JSON format. A sample is shown in Example 2-10.

Example 2-10  Sample ACL rule

```
rule EverybodyCanCreateBatches {
    description: "Allow all participants to submit CreateBatch transactions"
    participant: "org.clearing.BankingParticipant"
    operation: CREATE
    resource: "org.clearing.CreateBatch"
    action: ALLOW
}
```

In Example 2-10, the `participant` defines the person or entity that the rule is applicable to, and must relate to a defined participant in the model file. The `operation` declares the operation that is being considered, and can be CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE, or ALL. The `resource` defines what the ACL rule applies to, such as a class or all classes under a namespace that exist in the model file. The `action` identifies the action of the rule and must be ALLOW or DENY.

Therefore, the rule that is defined in Example 2-10 enables all BankingParticipants to perform the CREATE action on the transaction CreateBatch.

A conditional rule applies additional logic within the processing of an ACL rule. This process is performed by declaring references on the `participant` and `resource`, which are used within a condition. The condition must evaluate to a Boolean, and can only be generated by code that is containable within an ‘if’ condition block. To simplify the presentation of conditional ACL rules, you can use a helper class that contains all the required logic to evaluate the Boolean response (Example 2-11). However, it is not possible to perform asynchronous operations within such functions.

Example 2-11  Example of a helper class

```
rule ParticipantsRestrictionOnBatchTransferRequest {
    description: "Allow participants involved with an Asset to interact with it"
    participant(p): "org.clearing.BankingParticipant"
    operation: ALL
    resource(r): "org.clearing.BatchTransferRequest"
    condition: (partyWithinBatchTransferRequest(r, p))
    action: ALLOW
}
```

In Example 2-11, the condition relates to the evaluation of the function `partyWithinBatchTransferRequest(r, p)`. This is a function declared within a `permissionsHelper`, and used to inspect the `resource(r)` being interacted with by the `participant(p)`.
2.7 Debugging

Debugging a network operation is achieved through the inspection of logs and by the attachment of a debugger.

2.7.1 Logging inspection

To enable debug log messages, create a folder named `config` in the top level of your network definition directory and create a file within named `default.json`. Enter the contents shown in Example 2-12 into the JSON file. When the Composer application is started, such as by using `npm test`, the environment variables are read in and the debug settings are applied to the logger. The `config` file results in all debug information being written to a log file in the local directory and also printed to console. To disable debugging, change "composer[debug]:*" to "composer[none]:*", and "maxLevel": "error" to "maxLevel": "none".

Example 2-12   Sample default.json file for debugging

```json
{
   "composer": {
      "log": {
         "debug": "composer[debug]:*",
         "console": {
            "maxLevel": "error"
         },
         "file": {
            "filename": "./log.txt"
         }
      }
   }
}
```
2.7.2 Debugging against the embedded connector

VSCode has built-in debugging support for the Node.js runtime. It can debug JavaScript, TypeScript, and any other language that gets transpiled into JavaScript. In the case of the fund clearing sample network, the launch.json shown in Example 2-13 was used.

Example 2-13 Sample launch.json

```json
{
    "version": "0.2.0",
    "configurations": [
        {
            "type": "node",
            "request": "launch",
            "name": "Mocha Tests",
            "program": "${workspaceFolder}/packages/fund-clearing-network/node_modules/mocha/bin/_mocha",
            "args": [
                "-u",
                "tdd",
                "--timeout",
                "999999",
                "--colors",
                "${workspaceFolder}/packages/fund-clearing-network/test/clearing_fv.js"
            ],
            "internalConsoleOptions": "openOnSessionStart"
        }
    ]
}
```

This launch.json gives instant access to the ability to debug the business network through use of the defined test suites, as shown in Figure 2-2.

![Figure 2-2 Debugging by using test suite](image.png)
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2.8 Next steps

The fund clearing business network source code is available for download or cloning as part of the Hyperledger Composer sample networks. At the time of writing, the source is contained in a fork and branch of the main repo. The intention is to merge it at a later date.

To actively participate in the next sections’ processes and examples, download a copy of the source code from GitHub before proceeding on to the next section.

Use the following commands to retrieve a copy:

git clone https://github.com/hyperledger/composer-sample-networks.git

cd composer-sample-networks/packages/fund-clearing-network
Basic flow using IBM Composer Playground

After you develop your business network to some degree of satisfaction, you might want to interact with a deployed network in real time, manually creating Participants, Assets, and Transactions. These are the main components of any Hyperledger Composer business network. Any Composer business network designer should understand that Assets are modified by Participants through the submission of Transactions. The Hyperledger Composer Playground is a browser-based user interface that enables the configuration, deployment, and testing of a business network. For more information, see Key Concepts in Hyperledger Composer. IBM Composer Playground enables this capability and more.

The Hyperledger Composer Playground provides a user interface for the configuration, deployment, and testing of a business network. Advanced Playground features allow you to manage the security of the business network, invite participants to business networks, and connect to multiple blockchain business networks. You can get a quick experience of Playground through the online sandbox.

After you experience Playground in the sandbox, this section provides information about how to set up a Fabric network on your workstation, deploy the fund clearing business network, and connect a local instance of Playground.

This chapter includes the following sections:

- Prerequisites
- Adding participants
- Adding assets
- Submitting the CreateBatch transaction
- Submitting the MarkPreProcessComplete transaction
- Submitting the CompleteSettlement transaction
- Submitting the MarkPostProcessComplete transaction
3.1 Prerequisites

You can either use the fund-clearing-network as provided in the online Playground or start Playground locally on your workstation. For the local deployment, you must set up the environment for Composer and start a Fabric local network, create business admin cards, and import those cards into your Composer wallet. To complete these steps, follow the instructions provided in the online Hyperledger tutorial, making modifications as necessary for the fund clearing application.

If you decide to use the online Playground, open Hyperledger Composer in your browser, click Let’s Blockchain, then click Deploy a new business network, as shown in Figure 3-1.

Choose a sample to work with, start a new project, or import your previous work

Click fund-clearing-network and complete the on-line instructions to start the network, as shown in Figure 3-2.
A Business Network Card provides all of the information that is needed to connect to a blockchain business network. You can only access a blockchain business network through a valid Business Network Card. A Business Network Card contains an Identity for a single Participant within a deployed business network. Business Network Cards are used in the Hyperledger Composer Playground to connect to deployed Business Networks.

After the network is running and the fund clearing Business Network Archive (BNA) is deployed with these instructions, you can use Playground to submit the transactions using a browser interface.

Start Playground by issuing the `composer-playground` command from a terminal, which automatically opens a browser and connects to `localhost:8080`.

Figure 3-3 shows the lifecycle of and interactions with a BatchTransferRequest.

The Fund Clearing Network allows network participants to process inter-participant payments, thus replacing a traditional clearing house. This chapter assumes that participants within the network are banking entities that accumulate and submit one or more transfer requests to other participants. These transfer requests are placed into the business network as assets and periodically accumulated into a series of batches.

All transfer requests between each pair of banking participants are accumulated and represented in a single new asset. Each batch of transfer requests details the required net settlement between each banking participant for the contained array of transfer request assets, based on the currency of the creditor bank.
3.2 Adding participants

A Participant is an actor in a business network, which can, for example, be an individual or an organization. A participant can create assets, and also exchange assets with other participants. A participant works with these assets by submitting transactions.

A participant has a set of identity documents that can be validated to prove the identity of that participant. In Hyperledger Composer, participants are separated from the set of identity documents that they can use to interact with a business network.

We use the Fabric Certificate Authority (CA) to issue credentials for and authenticate identities, which are then bound to Composer participants. In practice, a single participant can have multiple identities bound to it. In our fund clearing implementation, the banking entity is represented by a participant and employees of the bank are represented by identities stored in the Fabric CA.

To add participants to Playground, complete these steps:

1. Create one participant (BankingParticipant) using an identity from one organization (for example, Org1).

```json
{
    "$class": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant",
    "bankingId": "111",
    "bankingName": "Bank A",
    "workingCurrency": "EURO",
    "fundBalance": 100000
}
```

2. Issue a new identity named Amy and bind it with the participant you added in the previous step with a participant ID of 111, as shown in Figure 3-4.

![Issue New Identity window](image)

Figure 3-4 Issue New Identity window
3. Create another participant (BankingParticipant) using an identity from the other organization (for example, org2):

```json
{
    "$class": "org.clearing.BankingParticipant",
    "bankingId": "222",
    "bankingName": "Bank B",
    "workingCurrency": "USD",
    "fundBalance": 100000
}
```

4. Similar to step 2 (Figure 3-4 on page 24), issue a new identity named Barry and bind it with the participant you created in step 3 with the participant ID 222.

### 3.3 Adding assets

An asset is anything of value (physical or non-physical). A house or car is classified as a physical asset, and a mortgage or loan is classified as a non-physical asset. Assets within Hyperledger Composer can be defined to include either type of asset.

To add assets to Playground, complete these steps:

1. Create a TransferRequest transaction, as shown in Figure 3-5, that references the BankingParticipant participant in the TransferRequest using the identity 111 that you created earlier.

![Figure 3-5  Creating TransferRequest transaction](image)
Example 3-1 shows the creation process.

**Example 3-1  Creating a TransferRequest transaction**

```json
{
    "$class": "org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest",
    "transferId": "1111",
    "state": "PENDING",
    "toBank": "222"
    "details": {
        "$class": "org.clearing.Transfer",
        "currency": "EURO",
        "amount": 150,
        "fromAccount": "987654321",
        "toAccount": "123456789"
    }
}
```

2. Create a second SubmitTransferRequest transaction that references the BankingParticipant participants in the TransferRequest using the identity 222 that you created earlier (Example 3-2).

**Example 3-2  Creating second SubmitTransferRequest transaction**

```json
{
    "$class": "org.clearing.SubmitTransferRequest",
    "transferId": "1111",
    "state": "PENDING",
    "toBank": "111"
    "details": {
        "$class": "org.clearing.Transfer",
        "currency": "USD",
        "amount": 150,
        "fromAccount": "123456789",
        "toAccount": "987654321"
    }
}
```
### 3.4 Submitting the CreateBatch transaction

The `CreateBatch` transaction creates a new `BatchTransferRequest` in the Asset Registry for each unique pairing of `BankingParticipant` participants that have pending `TransferRequest` assets. An event is emitted for each `BatchTransferRequest` that is created.

Any participant can submit `CreateBatch` transactions. Using either participant, submit a `CreateBatch` transaction, as shown in Example 3-3.

#### Example 3-3   Submitting a CreateBatch transaction

```json
{
   "$class": "org.clearing.CreateBatch",
   "usdRates": [{
      "$class": "org.clearing.UsdExchangeRate",
      "to": "EURO",
      "rate": 0.75
   }],
   "batchId": "batch1"
}
```

Running this transaction results in the creation of a `BatchTransferRequest` that contains references to the participating org’s `TransferRequests`, as shown in Figure 3-6.

![Figure 3-6 BatchTransferRequest](image-url)
3.5 Submitting the MarkPreProcessComplete transaction

The MarkPreProcessComplete transaction submitted by a user with an identity bound to a BankingParticipant participant updates all TransferRequest assets for the relevant BankingParticipant in a BatchTransferRequest to be in the PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE state. If all referenced TransferRequest assets are detected to be in the PRE_PROCESS_COMPLETE state, the BatchTransferRequest is marked to be in the READY_TO_SETTLE state.

Access the business network under each identity that is bound to a BankingParticipant in each organization. Submit MarkPreProcessComplete transactions by passing details of the BatchTransferRequest identifier from the previous step (as described in 3.4, “Submitting the CreateBatch transaction” on page 27).

Submit one transaction with the identity Amy from org1 and submit another using the identity Barry from org2, as shown in the following example:

```json
{
    "$class": "org.clearing.MarkPreProcessComplete",
    "batchId": "batch1:111-222"
}
```

Observe how the contents of the BatchTransactionRequest and TransactionRequest assets change as you run these transactions, as shown in Figure 3-7.

![Asset registry for org.clearing.BatchTransferRequest](image)

**Figure 3-7** Changes in contents of BatchTransactionRequest and TransactionRequest assets
3.6 Submitting the CompleteSettlement transaction

The CompleteSettlement transaction submitted by a user with an identity (such as Amy or Barry) that is bound to a BankingParticipant participant completes a fund transfer between the named BankingParticipant participants (such as Bank A and Bank B) from the passed BatchTransferRequest identifier, based on the most recent passed UsdExchangeRates array. After funds are transferred between BankingParticipant participants, the BatchTransferRequest is marked in the PENDING_POST_PROCESS state.

Access the business network with any identity that is bound to a BankingParticipant. Submit a CompleteSettlement transaction by passing details of the BatchTransferRequest identifier and an array of current exchange rates to be used for currency adjustment, as shown in Example 3-4.

Example 3-4 Sample CompleteSettlement transaction

```json
{
   "$class": "org.clearing.CompleteSettlement",
   "batchId": "batch1:111-222",
   "usdRates": [
      {
         "$class": "org.clearing.UsdExchangeRate",
         "to": "EURO",
         "rate": 0.75
      },
      {
         "$class": "org.clearing.UsdExchangeRate",
         "to": "STERLING",
         "rate": 1.75
      }
   ]
}
```

Notice that the BatchTransferRequest will be marked in the PENDING_POST_PROCESS state, as shown in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8 Pending BatchTransferRequest
3.7 Submitting the MarkPostProcessComplete transaction

The MarkPostProcessComplete transaction submitted by a user (such as Amy or Barry) with an identity bound to a BankingParticipant participant updates all TransferRequest assets where the participant is named as a creditor within a BatchTransferRequest to be in the COMPLETE state. If all referenced TransferRequest assets are detected in the COMPLETE state, the BatchTransferRequest is marked in the COMPLETE state.

Submit a MarkPostProcessComplete transaction with each user identity (Amy or Barry) in each organization by passing details of the BatchTransferRequest identifier.

Submit a transaction with the identity Amy from org1 and another using other the identity Barry from org2. See the following example:

```
{  
    "$class": "org.clearing.MarkPostProcessComplete",  
    "batchId": "batch1:111-222"  
}
```

Notice that BatchTransferRequest is now marked in the COMPLETE state, as shown in Figure 3-9.

![Figure 3-9 Completed BatchTransferRequest]

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, you deployed Hyperledger Fabric on your workstation, installed the fund clearing business network, created multiple participants, and used Hyperledger Composer Playground to exercise and explore the end to end processing of transfer requests between banking entities.

This chapter assumes that participants within the network are banking entities that accumulate and submit one or more TransferRequest items to other participants. These transfer requests are placed into the business network.
When a CreateBatch transaction is invoked, all transfer requests for each BankingParticipant are accumulated into a series of net BatchTransferRequest. Each BatchTransferRequest details the required net settlement between each BankingParticipant for the contained array of TransferRequest items, based on the currency of the creditor bank.

In the next chapter, we describe how to create a remote Hyperledger Fabric service on IBM Cloud and install the fund clearing business network there.
Chapter 4. Migrating to a Starter Plan network

Now that you have explored how to develop and run the fund clearing business network locally, you will want to take the first step in putting your blockchain application into production: Deploying the business network to a remote Fabric network. IBP Starter Plan is not intended to be used for a production blockchain business network or for benchmarking your application.

The next step is IBM Blockchain Platform Enterprise Plan. The Enterprise Plan is a production-ready offering for organizations that would like to create or join a blockchain network for real businesses. This plan provides the key infrastructure along with tools and support to easily start a highly secure and production-ready network.

This chapter includes the following sections:
- Creating an IBM Cloud account
- Creating a Starter Plan network
- Acquiring network credentials and connection profiles for the member organizations
- Deploy the fund clearing business network to the IBP Starter Plan network
- Adding the certificates to the Starter Plan instance
4.1 Creating an IBM Cloud account

Before ordering a new IBM Blockchain Platform Starter Plan network, you must create an IBM Cloud customer account first. This account allows the user to have access to the various services offered by IBM Cloud like Kubernetes cluster, IoT, and Blockchain Platform.

To create an account, complete these steps:
1. Go to the IBM Cloud website and click Create a free account.
2. Complete the form, providing your email address, name, region, and phone number. Enter a password.
3. Click the link provided by the confirmation email, and follow the instructions to log in to IBM Cloud.
4. Before using IBM Cloud, you need to set up a basic development environment. Because IBP Starter Plan is currently only available in the US-south region while in beta, select this region, and enter a name for your organization. Note that you can change this name or create new organizations later.
5. Name your first development space. Again, this name can be changed at any time. After you have chosen a name, click the Create link.
6. Click the I’m Ready link to get started with IBM Cloud.

The IBP Starter Plan requires you to upgrade your account to the “Pay-As-You-Go” tier. You can read more on how to perform this upgrade at the Account types web page.

4.2 Creating a Starter Plan network

IBM Blockchain Starter Plan is an entry-level option that enables organizations to simulate multi-organization blockchain networks, quickly develop applications, and work with supplied examples. It also provides a user friendly UI experience. The IBP Starter Plan Fabric network has two organizations, each with its own peer and CA. With this network you can test chaincode, deploy samples, and invite other members to collaborate. We will use it to deploy and test the fund clearing business network.

To create a Starter Plan network, complete these steps:
1. Log in to IBM Cloud with the account you just created and open your dashboard.
2. Verify the region, org, and space in which you want to create your blockchain network, then click Create Resource in the upper right of the window.
3. On the catalog window, enter “blockchain” in the Search field and search for the blockchain service. Click the Blockchain service icon to open the blockchain service window.
4. On the blockchain service window, you can edit the service name or leave it as the default.
5. Scroll down on the page and select **Starter Membership Plan (beta)** from the Pricing Plans section. Click the **Create** button at the bottom of the page, as shown in Figure 4-1.

![Figure 4-1 Pricing Plans welcome window](image)

When you see the Welcome page, you have successfully created your first Blockchain Starter Plan network. A Starter Plan network comes configured with these features:

- A SOLO Orderer and two member organizations. Each organization has one peer and one CA.
- Peers of both organizations are joined to a provided channel named **defaultchannel**.

### 4.3 Acquiring network credentials and connection profiles for the member organizations

To acquire network credentials and connection profiles for the member organizations, complete these steps:

1. On the Welcome window, click **Launch** to enter the Network Monitor for your blockchain network, as shown in Figure 4-2.

![Figure 4-2 Network launch window](image)
2. Read the instructions on the “Let’s get started” window to begin your blockchain journey.

3. On the Overview window, click **Connection Profile** to view and download your Connection Profile for org1. Save the raw JSON document in a known location for future use, as shown in Figure 4-3.

![Figure 4-3 Overview window](image)

4. Switch to org2 by clicking the **Operating As** menu in the top right, then download and save the Connection Profile for org2 as well, as shown in Figure 4-4.

![Figure 4-4 Switching to another organization](image)
5. The APIs window contains unique Network Credentials for each org, as shown in Figure 4-5. These credentials can be used to access the REST APIs for interacting with your Fabric network in a programmatic manner.

![APIs window](image)

**Figure 4-5  APIs window**

### 4.4 Deploy the fund clearing business network to the IBP Starter Plan network

Before attempting to deploy to Starter Plan, discover any business network cards that exist in your wallet from previous deployments of the fund clearing application. If left in the Composer wallet, these cards will cause errors in the following steps. The importance of cards is explained in Chapter 3, “Basic flow using IBM Composer Playground” on page 21. Run the following command:

```bash
composer card list
```

Delete any cards that you find with the following command:

```bash
composer card delete -c <CARD_NAME>
```

#### 4.4.1 Creating a certificate authority card in the CLI

To interact with the business network, you must create a business network card for each member organization.

Inside each organization's connection profile is a `registrar enrollSecret` property. Each organization has a unique connection profile, so you must switch between them to retrieve both profiles. Retrieve the secret and save a copy of it. Use the following commands to create the certificate authority business network cards for each member organization:

```bash
composer card create -f org1ca.card -p org1ConnectionProfile.json -u admin -s <org1EnrollSecret>
composer card create -f org2ca.card -p org2ConnectionProfile.json -u admin -s <org2EnrollSecret>
```
Here org1EnrollSecret and org2EnrollSecret can be obtained from the admin Enrollsecret property in the Connection Profile of the respective organizations.

Import these cards from each organization by using the following commands:

```
composer card import -f org1ca.card -n org1ca
composer card import -f org2ca.card -n org2ca
```

Now that the cards are imported, use them to exchange the admin secret for valid certificates from the certificate authority (CA). Run these commands to request certificates from the CA:

```
composer identity request -c org1ca -d org1admin
composer identity request -c org2ca -d org2admin
```

### 4.4.2 Adding the certificates to the Starter Plan instance

Now that the admin certificates have been obtained, they must be added to the Starter Plan instance. For convenience, they can be added by using the IBM Blockchain Platform API or IBM Blockchain Platform UI.

For each certificate, complete the following steps:

1. Add/upload the certificate.
2. Restart all the peers in the member organization with the new admin certificate.
3. Synchronize the certificate on the channel.

Depending on whether you prefer to add the certificate by using the UI or the API, select one of the following sections:

- Adding a certificate with the IBM Blockchain Platform UI
- Adding a certificate with the IBM Blockchain Platform API
Adding a certificate with the IBM Blockchain Platform UI

**Note:** Adding the certificate and syncing are different steps. First, you add the certificate. Then the peer is stopped and started, after which the certificate sync is completed. Repeat these steps for both org1 and org2.

To add the certificate, complete these steps:

1. Add the certificate by navigating to the Members window, clicking the Certificates tab, and clicking **Add Certificate**.

2. Enter a name for the certificate and paste the certificate that is saved as `org1admin/admin-pub.pem` of member org1, then click **Submit**, as shown in Figure 4-6.

![Figure 4-6  Add certificate window](image)

3. After the certificate is added, you will see a prompt to restart the peers. Click **Restart**. This process might take up to two minutes, after which you see a message stating that "All running peers were restarted successfully", as shown in Figure 4-7.

![Figure 4-7  Restart peers window](image)
4. Navigate to the Channels page and sync the certificate on the channels that you created before adding the certificate. This step can be done by clicking **Actions → Sync certificate**, then click **Submit**.

5. The confirmation window is shown in Figure 4-8. Click **Submit**. Syncing updates all the org admin certificates in the channel.

![Figure 4-8  Sync certificate window](image)

**Adding a certificate with the IBM Blockchain Platform API**

**Note:** The values required in the variables that are used in the `curl` commands below are contained in the Connection Profiles and Network Credentials JSON documents for both organizations. The Network Credentials for each org are viewable by clicking the APIs tab, as shown in Figure 4-9.

![Figure 4-9  Viewing Network Credentials in the APIs window](image)
To add a certificate using the IBM Blockchain Platform API, complete these steps using a CLI window:

1. Add the admin certificate for org1 using the following API. The ADMIN CERT value can be obtained by executing the following command:
   
   ```bash
   awk '{printf "%s\n", $0}' org1admin/admin-pub.pem
   ```

2. Upload with the following command:

   ```bash
   curl -s -X POST \
   --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 
   --header 'Accept: application/json' \ 
   --basic --user org1:<secret1> \ 
   --data-binary '{}' \
   <NETWORK_API_URL>/api/v1/networks/<NETWORK_ID>/certificates
   ```

   Where `<secret1>` is the value obtained in the API keys for org 1, and the body1.json content is as follows:

   ```json
   {
   "msp_id": "org1",
   "adminCertName": "PeerOrg1AdminCert",
   "adminCertificate": "<ADMIN CERT>",
   "peer_names": [
   "org1-peer1"
   ],
   "SKIP_CACHE": true
   }
   ```

   Repeat these commands for org2.

3. Restart the peers in org1.

   Stop peers:

   ```bash
   curl -s -X POST \
   --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 
   --header 'Accept: application/json' \ 
   --basic --user org1:<secret1> \ 
   --data-binary '{}'
   <NETWORK_API_URL>/api/v1/networks/<NETWORK_ID>/nodes/org1-peer1/stop
   ```

   Start peers:

   ```bash
   curl -s -X POST \
   --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 
   --header 'Accept: application/json' \ 
   --basic --user org1:<secret1> \ 
   --data-binary '{}'
   <NETWORK_API_URL>/api/v1/networks/<NETWORK_ID>/nodes/org1-peer1/start
   ```

   Check the peer status to ensure that the peers are in running state before continuing:

   ```bash
   curl -s -X GET \
   --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 
   --header 'Accept: application/json' \ 
   --basic --user org1:<secret1>
   <NETWORK_API_URL>/api/v1/networks/<NETWORK_ID>/nodes/status
   ```

   **Note:** Peer start can take up to five minutes.

   Repeat these commands for org2.
4. Synchronize all the certificates for defaultchannel. This action ensures that all the peers can verify signatures for a specified channel.

```
curl -s -X POST \
   --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
   --header 'Accept: application/json' \
   --basic --user org1:secret1 \
   --data-binary '{}' \
   <NETWORK_API_URL>/api/v1/networks/<NETWORK_ID>/channels/defaultchannel/sync
```

Repeat these commands for org2.

### 4.4.3 Creating an admin business network card

Now that the admin certificates have been synced with the peers, business network cards can be created that have the permissions to install the Hyperledger Composer run time and start chaincode. To do so, complete these steps using a CLI window:

1. Create an admin card with the channel admin and peer admin roles:

```
composer card create \
   -f org1admin/admin.card \
   -p org1ConnectionFactoryProfile.json \
   -u admin \
   -c org1admin/admin-pub.pem \
   -k org1admin/admin-priv.pem \
   --role PeerAdmin --role ChannelAdmin
```

This card is used to deploy a business network to Starter Plan.

2. Import the card created in the previous step:

```
composer card import  -f org1admin/admin.card -n org1admin
```

Repeat these commands for org2.

### 4.4.4 Installing and starting the business network

To install and start the business network, complete these steps using a CLI window:

1. Generate the fund clearing Business Network Archive (BNA) file:

```
composer archive create -t dir -n ."fund-clearing-network"/
```

2. Install the Composer runtime on both org1 and org2 peers using the respective organization admins:

```
composer runtime install -c org1admin -n "fund-clearing-network"
composer runtime install -c org2admin -n "fund-clearing-network"
```

3. Start the business network using both organization admin cards and certificates:

```
composer network start -c org1admin -a fund-clearing-network@0.1.0.bna \
   -A org1admin -C org1admin/admin-pub.pem \
   -A org2admin -C org2admin/admin-pub.pem
```

**Note:** You might need to run this command multiple times.
4.4.5 Creating a card to access the business network as org1 and org2 admins

To create business network cards to access the network, complete these steps:

1. Create business network cards for org1 and org2 admins:
   
   composer card create -f org1admin/admin.card -p org1ConnectionProfile.json -u admin -c org1admin/admin-pub.pem -k org1admin/admin-priv.pem --role PeerAdmin --role ChannelAdmin -n fund-clearing-network
   
   composer card create -f org2admin/admin.card -p org2ConnectionProfile.json -u admin -c org2admin/admin-pub.pem -k org2admin/admin-priv.pem --role PeerAdmin --role ChannelAdmin -n fund-clearing-network
   
2. Import the new cards:
   
   composer card import -f org1admin/admin.card -n admin1@fund-clearing-network
   composer card import -f org2admin/admin.card -n admin2@fund-clearing-network
   
3. At this stage, you can restart the Composer Playground and interact with the remote network.
Moving to production

You should now be familiar with multiple blockchain for business use cases and how to get started in defining, developing, and deploying a Hyperledger Composer business network to Hyperledger Fabric, both locally on your workstation and remotely on the IBM Blockchain Platform Starter Plan.

Note: The content in this paper is accurate to a point-in-time. At the time of writing, the IBM Blockchain Platform Starter Plan is in beta. We expect there to be enough changes to require a refresh of this paper when the offering becomes generally available.

This chapter discusses the next steps in producing a real-world bi-lateral funds clearing business network. It includes the following sections:

- Moving to production
- Integration with traditional back-end applications
5.1 Moving to production

This paper details how to develop a bilateral funds clearing business network in Hyperledger Composer, and deploy that network to IBM Blockchain Platform Starter Plan.

It is our intention to continue to develop this story in subsequent papers. Content is already identified for the next paper:

- Integrating two traditional CICS banking applications running in z/OS with the fund clearing network, demonstrating the full end-to-end system with real world examples.
- Using IBM Cloud Toolchains to implement a Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment flow for the fund clearing business network.
- Migrating the fund clearing business network to IBM Blockchain Platform Enterprise Plan.
- Using Hyperledger Caliper to determine best practices for scalability and capacity planning.

5.2 Integration with traditional back-end applications

IBM CICS is one of the most prolific online transaction processors. Its focus on reliable, lightning-fast transactions makes it ideal for many industries, including the high-volume financial industry. Although CICS supports many programming languages, most legacy CICS applications are written in COBOL.

The back-end banking application that we use to access the bilateral fund clearing business network is indeed a COBOL application that runs in IBM CICS. This application pre-existed blockchain technology by decades and implements a classical transaction-oriented process. Bank employees navigate textual screens to perform balance inquiries, open new accounts, and transfer money from one account to another. Bank customers can request the same operations through secured HTTPS connections provided by IBM CICS Web Services.

To integrate with the fund clearing business network, a new COBOL transaction is added to the banking application that allows transfers to another bank. The following is the end-to-end flow:

1. An inter-bank transfer is requested.
2. The requesting bank performs error checking for conditions within their bank, such as these questions:
   a. Is this a valid customer and account?
   b. Is there a temporary transaction hold on this account?
   c. Has the daily maximum for fund transfers been exceeded?
3. The COBOL application performs a REST call from the CICS environment to a Composer REST server to start the CreateTransferRequest transaction, placing a new TransferRequest asset on the business network.
4. The remaining steps in resolving the funds transfer between the banks are detailed in the fund clearing README.md file, which you can download from GitHub. These integration points about the fund clearing BatchTransferRequest must be addressed:

– Each bank must collect the BatchCreated events that are issued by the fund clearing business network.

– When participating in a BatchTransferRequest, each bank must perform pre-processing and post-processing actions to update internal ledgers as required. They also must update the BatchTransferRequest by invoking appropriate transactions through the Composer REST server.
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